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Form, performance and trade-offs in swimming and
stability of armed larvae
by Daniel Gru ¨nbaum
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2,3
ABSTRACT
Diverse larval forms swim and feed with ciliary bands on arms or analogous structures. Armed
morphologies are varied: numbers, lengths, and orientations of arms differ among species, change
throughdevelopment,and can be plasticin responseto physiologicalor environmentalconditions.A
hydromechanical model of idealized equal-armed larvae was used to examine functional conse-
quencesof these varied arm arrangementsfor larval swimming performance.With effectsof overall
size,ciliarytipspeed,andviscosityfactoredout,themodelsuggestedtrade-offsbetweenmorphologi-
cal traits conferring high swimming speed and weight-carryingability in still water (generally few
arms and low arm elevations), and morphologies conferring high stability to external disturbances
suchasshear￿ ows(generallymanyarmsand higharm elevations).In verticalshear,larvaethatwere
passively stabilized by a center of buoyancy anterior to the center of gravity tilted toward and
consequently swam into downwelling ￿ows. Thus, paradoxically,upward swimming by passively
stable swimmers in vertical shear resulted in enhanced downward transport. This shear-dependent
vertical transport could affect diverse passively stable swimmers, not just armed larvae. Published
descriptionsoflarvaeandmetamorphosisof13 ophiuroidssuggestthatmostophiopluteifallintotwo
groups: those approximatingmodeled forms with two arms at low elevations,predicted to enhance
speed and weight capacity, and those approximating modeled forms with more numerous arms of
equallength at high elevations,predictedto enhancestabilityin shear.
1. Introduction
Diverse planktonic larval forms swim and feed with bands of cilia. In many of these
forms, ciliary bands are extended on arms, tentacles, or lobes. These extensions occur in
echinodermplutei,inarticulatebrachiopodlarvae,phoronidactinotrochs,actinulalarvaeof
trachyline medusae, and some gastropod veligers. Maximum rates of clearing food
particles from suspension depend on lengths of the ciliary bands that capture particles
(Strathmann, 1971; Hart, 1996), and one way to increase lengths of ciliary bands and
clearance rates is to deploythebandson longextensionsof the larval body.High clearance
rates are useful when food is scarce, and plutei develop longer arms when growing with
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659scarcer food (Boidron-Metairon, 1988; Strathmann et al., 1992; Hart and Strathmann,
1994).
These ciliated extensions of the body are effective in feeding, but there are several
indications that they are not especially effective in swimming. Evolutionary loss of the
need for food is associated with loss of arms in larvae that continue to swim (Strathmann,
1975; Emlet, 1991, 1994; Wray, 1995). This suggests that for swimming, cilia are more
effectively deployed in transverse rings or broad ￿ elds. Body extensionscan compromise
swimming several ways. Long body dimensions are exposed to greater shear and passive
drag (Emlet, 1983). Anterior arms of plutei are associated with a posterior counterweight
for a stable orientation, and the counterweight increases larval density and sinking rates
(Pennington and Strathmann, 1990). These observations suggest that extension of ciliary
bands on arms or tentaclesenhancesfeedingbut compromises swimming.
This study examinesrelationshipsbetween larval swimming performance and geometry
of arms and centers of gravityand buoyancy,and investigateshow well pluteus-likelarvae
meet designcriteria for performance in swimming. The modeled larvae are pluteus-like,in
that the arms are thin, straight, and rigid, and provide propulsion through lateral ciliary
bands(Figs. 1 and2). A morphospaceis exploredthatincludesvariationin number,length,
angle, and spacing of arms, plus distributions of density that affect passive gravitational
stability. The design criteria concern swimming and sinking speeds, capacity to carry a
load, and stability in shear ￿ ows. Many larvae swim upward or migrate vertically
(Pennington and Emlet, 1986; Young, 1995; Forward and Tankersley, 2001). Speed and
stability both affect a larva’s ability to change its position in the water column. Shear can
reorient swimming larvae, changing the direction of swimming away from the vertical or
other preferred orientation. Arm geometry and distribution of density within the larval
body affect rotation in shear. Relatively dense objects carried by larvae include their
skeletons and rudiments of developing juvenile structures. These and other dense struc-
tures are often positionedposteriorly,conferring passive verticalorientation.
This paper addresses the question, how is evolution of larval forms functionally
constrained by the hydromechanical consequences of alternative morphologies? The
objective is to establish some basic principles concerning how body extensions that are
effective in feeding affect performance in swimming, and to test hypotheses about
functionalmorphologyin pluteus-likelarvae:
1. Requirements for swimming speed, weight-bearing capacity, and passive sinking
speed functionallyconstrainthe number, lengthand positionof larval arms.
2. Requirements for hydrodynamic stability functionally constrain the number, length
and positionof larval arms.
Hypothesis1 implies that alternativelarval arm geometriesdiffer in performance, and that
larval arms are constitutively or facultatively positioned in postures favorable for high
swimming rates, high weight-bearing capacities, and low passive sinking speeds. Simi-
larly, Hypothesis 2 implies that alternative morphologies differ in their stability to ￿ ow
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arm posturesfor maintainingstable orientations.A further hypothesisis
3. Morphologiesfavorable for maximizingswimming speedsand weight capacitiesand
for minimizingsinking speedsdiffer from those maximizingstability.
Hypothesis 3 implies that there are evolutionary trade-offs between various aspects of
swimming performance,andthatexistingpluteus-likelarvalforms will re￿ ect compromise
Figure 1. Two views of a pluteus of the sand dollar, Dendraster excentricus at the 8-arm stage.
Labels indicatepostoralarms (po)and anterolateralarms (al).
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importance of these swimming performance measures to differ across taxa, across stages
within taxa, and between phenotypically different individuals of the same species and
stage.Hypotheses1–3 suggestthatdesigncriteriaofthetypeinvestigatedinthispapermay
underlie and help explain some of the morphological and behavioral variations among
these types of individuals.
The hypotheses are addressed by developing an idealized model of larval swimming.
The model assumes that larvae are small and slow-moving, and that therefore simplifying
assumptions can be made about their hydrodynamic interactions with the surrounding
seawater. These interactions are determined in part by the Reynolds number, 5e 5
(LVr/m), where L and V are characteristic length and speed scales of the larva, m is the
viscosity and r is the density. 5e is an index of the relative importance of inertial and
viscous effects on ￿ ow (Batchelor, 1983). The model assumes that 5e for the larva is
suf￿ ciently small that inertial effects on ￿ uid motions can be neglected. Given these
Figure2. Larvalmorphologyis de￿ ned in the model bythenumber,size and orientationof thearms,
and by the centers of buoyancyand gravity (Xb u o y and Xg r a v) and their associated forces (Fb u o y
and Fg ra v). The elevationangleofeacharm abovethe XY planeisa, andthe rotationangleofeach
arm abouttheZ axisfromtheX axisisb. The positionofXb u o y isindicatedbya smallgraysphere,
which in this caseis coincidentwith the referencepositionfor the larva,locatedat the origin(XL).
Xg r a v is indicated by a larger black sphere posterior to Xb u o y, in a position that confers passive
stability. Lateral ciliary bands on each arm are modeled as a tangentialvelocity perpendicularto
the axis of the arm. The strength of this velocity varies with the cosine of the angle off the plane
containing the band, illustrated here with dark shading representinghigher velocitiesand lighter
shadingrepresentinglower velocities(see textand Gru ¨nbaum,1998,for details).Arm geometryis
additionallyspeci￿ ed by the distancesof the arm endpointsrelativeto the origin (Rm in and Rm a x)
and by arm diameter,Da r m.
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forces in the ￿ uid and ￿ uid interactionswith the larva’s ciliated and unciliatedsurfaces.
This study is restricted to larvae or parts of larvae that can be modeled as arrays of
slendercylinders.This makes it possible to use solutiontechniquesfrom ￿ uid dynamicsto
solve ￿ ows that would be much more dif￿ cult with other methods. Attention is restricted
here to larval morphologies in which arms are equal and the centers of gravity and
buoyancyare along the central axis (as in Fig. 2). Alternative morphologiesare discussed
elsewhere(Gru ¨nbaumandStrathmann,inprep.).The modeledmorphologies￿ t no existing
larval forms exactly. However, they ￿ t a great many larval forms approximately. By
adoptingthissimpli￿ ed morphologicalapproximation,thisstudy attemptsto identifysome
of theunifyinggeneral designcriteria common to diverse taxa, and to providea contextfor
more insightfulcomparativestudiesof larval functionalmorphology.
2. Model description
This section presents a partial description of our model in terms accessible to a general
biologicalaudience.Additionaldescriptionfor readers interestedin technicaldetailsare in
the Appendix and references cited there.
In the model, the geometry of each larval arm is speci￿ ed by its elevation angle, a, and
rotation angle,b, with respect to the reference point XL; by the arm’s diameter, Darm; and
by the radii demarcating the base and tip of the arm, Rmin and Rmax (Fig. 2). Each arm is
modeledas beingcomposedof a set ofslendercylindricalsegments.Our modelisbased on
slenderbodytheory,an approximationtechniquethat allowsus to analyticallyestimate the
velocity distribution around slender cylindrical elements embedded in a ￿ ow, and the
resultingforces exertedbythe￿ uidonthoseelements(Hancock,1953;BlakeandChwang,
1974; Chwang and Wu, 1975; Pozrikidis, 1992). The present model is based on an
extension of this theory by Gru ¨nbaum (1998) that approximates the velocities and forces
generated by ciliated tentacles or arms. In this model, the lateral cilia produce a tangential
velocitydirectedperpendicularlyto the axisofthearm and witha speedproportionaltothe
cosine of the angle from the plane of the ciliary bands (see Figs. 2 and 3 of Gru ¨nbaum,
1998).
The principle restrictions on the model (in addition to the simpli￿ ed geometry) are the
need to include suf￿ ciently many segments to obtain an accurate approximation of the
force distributionon each arm, while at the same time each of those segments must have a
high length-to-radius ratio. In some cases, this means that the arms modeled are more
slender than the real larval arms. However, our analysis found that variation in arm
diameter had a weak quantitativeeffect on the results, and revealedno qualitativechanges
in the effects of arm number and orientation as a function of arm radius. This lends
con￿ dence that the variation of swimming characteristics observed in very slender-armed
geometriesalso apply to larvae with thicker arms.
Some models in the recent literature have used the full equations of ￿ uid motion (the
Navier-Stokes Equations) and grid-based computational methods to investigate ￿ ows
around large, fast zooplankton (e.g. copepods; Jiang et al., 2002b,a) swimming at
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restricted to a low-5e ￿ ow regime, and to morphologies which can be usefully approxi-
mated with arrays ofslendercylinders.The advantageof our approachis that it requiresfar
less computationalpower. Thismakes it possibleto examinehundredsof larval morpholo-
gies—and in cases where swimming trajectories are sensitive to initial posture or are
chaotic, hundreds of realizations for each morphology—rather than just a few. Further-
more, because our method does not depend on a grid, larval trajectories can be modeled
overlarger distancesand longertimes, in a greater varietyof external￿ ows than is feasible
with more complex ￿ uid models. The ability to obtain numerous long trajectories allows
tests of Hypotheses1–3 in ways not possible with fewer or shorter trajectories.
All ofthelarvaeconsideredinthispaperachievestabilitypassivelythroughthecenterof
buoyancy being located anterior to the center of gravity. The stability characteristics of
alternative larval geometries were investigated by calculating swimming movements in
shear ￿ ows. In these ￿ ows, either the X-direction velocity was proportional to the
Z-direction position, with all other ￿ ow components zero (i.e., horizontal shear) or the
Z-direction velocity was proportional to the X-direction position, with all other ￿ ow
components zero (i.e., vertical shear). The simulated larval trajectories in shear were
sometimes complex.For example,thethree trajectoriesof model larvae in horizontalshear
in Figures3, 4, and 5 representsuccessiveincreasesinhorizontalshear intensity,througha
range in which the passive stability of one larval morphology is overcome by the external
￿ uid motion. The results are qualitative differences in the larva’s trajectory: the larva’s
orientation is constant and its net velocity upward at low shear, while at higher shears the
larva loses its ability to maintain an upward posture and a positive upward swimming
velocity.
Larval trajectories in vertical shear were even more dramatic (Fig. 6). A larva whose
velocityis directedupwardinstill water is typicallyinclinedoff theverticalinthepresence
of vertical shear. In the inclined larva, what had been strictly vertical swimming has a
horizontalvelocity component.This component is usually small. Nonetheless, it is highly
signi￿ cant because it is directed toward the downwelling water. As a result, the larva
movesinto water thatis movingdownward at progressivelymore rapid speeds.The larva’s
own modestupward swimmingspeed is quicklyoverwhelmed,and(as illustratedin Fig.6)
the larva plummets at many times its swimming speed. If, as seems likely, the ability to
move upward through the water column is an important bene￿ t of swimming, this is
potentially a pathological situation. Furthermore, simply swimming faster does not
amelioratethe problem—in fact, swimming faster results in faster downward movement—
but reducing the tilt off the vertical minimizes it. This can be achieved by increasing
passive stabilizing moments (which typically involves the addition or redistribution of
weight), as well as by decreasing the “exposure” of the larva to the external shear ￿ ow.
Hypothesis 2 suggests that some larval morphologies are much more susceptible to this
verticalshear effect than others.
The following sections present an attempt to quantify and characterize both larvae’s
still-waterswimming performanceandtheirsusceptibilityto decreasesin thatperformance
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summarize swimming performance. Then, an attempt is made to decouple the effects of
larval size from the effects of larval shape, by detailing how the performance measures
scale with isometric increases in larval size and ciliary velocity. The next section focuses
on the speci￿ c effects of larval morphology—the number, length and orientation of
arms—on the performance measures. Finally, implications of the results for trends and
trade-offs in evolutionof larval forms are discussed.
3. Swimming performance measures
Larvae must accomplish many different tasks—feeding, avoiding predators and unsuit-
able environments, locating substrate, etc. In view of these complex requirements, it is
impossible to assign a precise relative importance to various aspects of swimming
Figure 3. The sequence of positions of a model larva in a relatively weak horizontal shear ￿ow,
U1 5 Z, U2 5 U3 5 0 (velocity components in the X, Y and Z directions, respectively), are
imaged every 0.5 time units.Shown are: (A) a detailedviewof initialreorientationand movement
(0 # t # 1); (B) the short-term advective transport (0 # t # 4); and (C) the longer-term
advectivetransport (0 # t # 16). At this level of shear, the larva’s passive stability maintains a
constantangle off the vertical,and the larvais ableto swim upward.The body forcesare givenby
Fb u o y 5 [0, 0, 0.05], Xb u o y 5 [0, 0, 0], Fg r a v 5 [0, 0, 20.15], and Xg r a v 5 [0, 0, 20.1].
Vcilia 5 1. The initial position is XL 5 [0, 0, 0], and the initial Euler angles are f 5 5.6, u 5
245, c 5 11.25. In this and succeeding ￿ gures, Da r m 5 0.00125, Rm in 5 0.05 and Rm a x is
chosento make totalarm lengthequalunity.
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probablyimportantfor a broad spectrum of larval types under a varietyof conditions.This
study focused on just a few such performance measures which fall broadly into two types:
(i) assessments of larval swimming performance in still water; and (ii) stability assess-
mentsthat quantifythe robustnessof swimming performance toexternaldisturbancessuch
as shear or turbulence. These measures are now de￿ ned, and some useful relationships
between them explainedthat help interprettheirimplicationsfor larval morphology.
a. Design criteria for performance in still water
In still water, the swimming velocityof a larva dependson theviscousdrag on the body,
on ciliary action, and on the strength of the buoyancy and gravity forces. Swimming speed
at neutral weight, Vnw, is de￿ ned as the speed at which a larva would travel if gravity and
buoyancy forces were absent (i.e., the speed at which the propulsive force of the cilia is
equal and opposite to the viscous drag on the body). Weight capacity of a larva, Fwc, is
de￿ ned as the maximum net downward force (gravity minus buoyancy)that the larva can
sustain at zero velocity. The sinking speed, Vs, is de￿ ned as the rate of downward
movement of a larva bearing a load, Fwc, when the larva is in its normal upright position
but its cilia are not beating.
Figure4. The sequenceof positionsof a model larvain an intermediatehorizontalshear ￿ ow, U1 5
2Z, U2 5 U3 5 0, areimagedevery0.5 timeunits.Other detailsareasinFigure3.At this levelof
shear, the larva’s passivestability is insuf￿cient to maintain a constantangle off the vertical, and
the larvatumbles end overend.
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between these performance measures. First, the effect of turning ciliary propulsion on is
always to increase forward velocity by Vnw, regardless of how a larva is loaded or what is
its unpowered sinking speed. Conversely, the effect of turning ciliary propulsion off is
always to decrease forward velocity by Vnw, no matter what is its powered swimming
speed. Therefore, a larva with active cilia that is loaded to its full weight capacity (Fwc),
and is therefore hovering at zero velocity,will start to sink with velocityVnw when its cilia
Figure 5. The sequence of positions of a model larva in a relatively strong horizontal shear ￿ow,
U1 5 3Z, U2 5 U3 5 0, are imagedevery 0.5 time units. Other detailsare as in Figure 3. At this
level of shear, the larva’s passive stability is insuf￿ cient to maintain a constant angle off the
vertical,and the larva wobbleschaotically.
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criteria—Vnw, Fwc, Vs—represent only two independentlyvariable larval characteristics.
Second,if a larvainstillwater is bearinga load fFwc(thatis, a fraction f ofits maximum
capacity) then its upward swimming speed is (1 2 f )Vnw when cilia are beating and its
downward sinking speed is fVs when cilia are not beating. Thus, to maintain a constant
range of vertical positions in still water, the larva must spend a fraction f of its time
swimming and the rest (1 2 f ) sinking. Most larvae probably have 0 # f # 1 (i.e., they
are negativelybuoyantbut ciliary propulsionis suf￿ cient to swim upward), althoughsome
larvae at some times may be positivelybuoyant,in which case f # 0.
For some larvae, feeding is apparently equivalent to swimming in terms of ciliary
activity,exceptingtransient reversals of ciliary beat during particle capture.If larvae must
swim to eat, and if larvae must at times maintaina roughlyconstantvertical positionin the
Figure 6. The sequenceof positionsof a model larva in a verticalshear ￿ ow, U3 5 X, U1 5 U2 5
0, are imaged every 0.5 time units. Other details are as in Figure 3. The vertical shear pulls the
larvaoff the vertical,giving it a componentof velocityinto the downwellingwater. Thus the larva
descends rapidly, despite having a positive upward swimming speed relative to the water in its
immediatevicinity.
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andtimespentsinking.To maximizetimespentfeedingwhilemaintainingposition,a larva
of a given morphology should have a weight that brings f close to unity. This would also
confer the ability to sink rapidly in the water column, for example to avoid UV radiation
(Penningtonand Emlet, 1986).However, to maximize ability to move upward in the water
column,a larvashouldhavea weight thatbringsf close to zero. Thus, a trade-off may exist
between weight regimes favorable for feeding and downward movement and those
favorable for upward swimming. In larvae that feed constantly, this suggests a bene￿ t to
having an active reorientationmechanism, that overcomes passive stabilityto allow active
ciliary propulsion in the downward direction, or to segregating cilia into independent
feeding and swimming components.
For isometric geometries, the neutral swimming velocity, Vnw, is proportional to the
ciliary velocity,as parametrizedfor exampleby the ciliary tip speed,Vcilia. Thus,it makes
sense to speak of the relativeneutralweightswimming speed,
V* nw 5
Vnw
Vcilia
. (1)
The maximum weight capacity is also proportional to Vcilia, as well as to the ￿ uid
viscosity,m, and the length of the larva, as for example parametrized by the totallength of
the ciliary band,Lc. Thus, it makes sense to speak of the relativeweightcapacity,
F* wc 5
Fwc
mVciliaLc
. (2)
The relative measures V* nw and F* wc are nondimensional indices, in which the basic
dependence on size and speed are scaled out. These measures can be considered “shape
factors” that re￿ ect the consequencesof a particulargeometry.
Puttingour results in terms of V* nw and F* wc makes them potentiallyapplicableto a wide
varietyof larvae. Forexample,for anymember of an isometric set of larvae, theswimming
speed V in still water with a net bodyforce Fbody (i.e., weight minus buoyancy)is
V 5 Vcilia~1 2 f!V* nw, f 5
Fbody
mVciliaLcF* wc
. (3)
Thus, computing values for V* nw and F* wc (as we do below) is suf￿ cient to estimate
swimming speeds for a wide range of larvae under various loadingsand water conditions.
For a set of isometric larvae, a null hypothesismight be that the body forces (weight and
buoyancy)increase proportionallyto rgLc
3, where g is gravitationalaccelerationand r is a
characteristicdensity(e.g.,thedensityofthe￿ uidfor buoyancyforces,orthedensityofthe
larvae for gravity forces). If that were the case, then these forces would increase more
quickly with size than the propulsive force of the cilia (Emlet, 1994). Thus, a reasonable
expectation might be that a ciliary geometry which is suf￿ cient to provide control of
velocity and position in a small larva could be insuf￿ cient for a larger one, even if these
larvae have the same shape. These scaling characteristics suggest that larger larvae need
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constant proportionality between the body and ciliary forces. This allometry is also that
predicted by a roughly constant particle capture rate per unit ciliary band length and per
unit body mass (McEdward, 1984; Hart and Strathmann, 1994).
b. Design criteria for stabilityin shear and turbulence
A larva’sabilityto maintaina favorableorientationwithrespecttoitssurroundings(e.g.,
upward swimming) is referred to as stability.Stabilityimplies that a larva can return to its
preferred orientationafter being perturbed by external ￿ ows, ciliary reversals, etc. Several
aspects of stability in ￿ ow could be relevant to larval life histories. A narrow de￿ nition of
stability might be that a larva always adopts a single, constant orientation in a constant
shear ￿ eld, and that orientation doesn’t deviate too strongly with moderate intensities of
￿ uidmotion.Forexample,a “highlystable” larvacouldorientso as toswim upward instill
water and maintain upward swimming despite vertical or horizontal shear. This could be
broadened slightly to include cases in which there are multiple such orientations (e.g. the
larva adopts and maintains either an upward-directed posture or a downward-directed
posture in shear, depending on its initial orientation). Here, a still more general de￿ nition
of stabilityis adopted,that includeslarvae that may “wobble” or spin in a shear ￿ ow, while
maintaininga generalupwardordownward posturethatenablesthemto moveina directed
way with respect to theirenvironment.
The mechanisms through which larvae attain stability have been considered (among
others) by Mogami et al. (2001), who differentiated between stabilizing moments pro-
duced by body forces and those produced by hydrodynamicforces. In the present context,
thebodyforce moments on isometric larvae are proportionalto rgLc
4. The moments due to
external￿ ow are proportionalto mu¹UuLc
3, where u¹Uu is the characteristicshear intensity
of the ￿ ow in the larva’s vicinity. The hydrodynamic moments due to ciliary action are
proportionalto mVciliaLc
2. Thus, it makes sense to describe moments nondimensionallyas
M* body 5
Mbody
rgLc
4 , M* flow 5
Mflow
mu¹UuLc
3 , M* cilia 5
Mcilia
mVciliaLc
2 , (4)
where Mbody, Mflow and Mcilia represent the magnitudesof their respective moments. As
in (1), M* body, M* flow and M* cilia are nondimensionalshape factors, with basic dependen-
cies on Lc, Vcilia, r and m scaled out. Among an isometric set of larvae, body moments
increase more rapidly with Lc (proportional to Lc
4) than do moments from external or
self-generated ￿ ows (proportionalto Lc
2 or Lc
3). Therefore, we expect that isometric larvae
which are passively stabilized by body forces (center of buoyancy anterior to center of
gravity) are more able to resist shear ￿ ows as they become larger. In combinationwith the
previousarguments,thissuggeststhatfor larger larvae, morphologicaltraitsfavoringrapid
feeding and weight-bearing capacity may be more important and those favoring stability
may be less important,relativeto those same traits in smaller larvae.
A larva with a ￿ xed orientation in a shear ￿ ow passively stabilized by body force
moments has
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From this it follows that isometric larvae of different sizes or immersed in different shears
are dynamicallysimilarif
M* flow
M* body
}
rgLc
mu¹Uu
. (5)
In (5), the shape factors on the left-hand side (and the constant of proportionality) are
constant among any set of isometric larvae. Eq. 5 provides a means of inter-comparing
passive larval stabilitiesacross various situations. For example, if a larva doubled its size
(Lc) isometrically,its passivestabilitywouldbe equivalentif eitherthe strengthof shear or
the viscosity were also doubled,or if the density differences were halved. The constant of
proportionalityin (5) varies with the orientationof the shear.
As will be seen, movements of larvae in shear—and therefore the design criteria to
optimize these movements—differ in important ways between horizontal and vertical
shear ￿ ows. In particular, the pathologicaleffect illustrated in Figure 6 has a dependence
on the intensityof vertical shear that is stronger than linear. If the vertical shear is not too
strong, the horizontal speed of the larva toward downwelling water is expected to be
proportionalto shear intensity (this is consistentwith model results presented below). The
rate of increaseof downwardvelocityofthe￿ uidwithdistanceisalsoproportionalto shear
intensity.Thus, the larva experiences a downward accelerationproportionalto the vertical
shear intensitysquared.
4. Performance compromisesand shape
Given a length of ciliary band required for feeding, how should that ciliary band be
allocatedto maximize swimming performance? Swimming performance in still water was
calculated for a series of larval geometries, with different allocations of a ￿ xed total arm
length to varying numbers of arms with various elevation angles (Fig. 7). For all arm
numbers, relative neutral-weight speed (V* nw) was maximal for ￿ at geometries (a 5 0°),
but did not fall off substantially until arm angle exceeded approximately 45°. For arm
angles below 45°, the number of arms had little effect. However, for acute angles (.60°),
V* nw decreased rapidly with decreasing numbers of arms. For these acute angles, geom-
etries with larger numbers of arms swam slightlyfaster than those with few arms.
Relativeweight capacity(F* wc) decreased as a functionofarm angle.Thisreductionwas
quite small until above approximately 30°, but weight capacity declined dramatically for
large a. For all arm angles, geometries with more and shorter arms had lower weight
capacity than geometries with fewer and longer arms. This re￿ ects interference between
larvalarms when they are too close—ciliary propulsionon one arm inducesa “downdraft”
in its vicinity, exerting a downward force on other arms within this ￿ ow. Larval
morphologies with few arms at low elevations minimize these adverse hydrodynamic
interactionsbetween arms, and therefore enhanceweight capacity.
The calculationsin Figure 7 summarize larval swimming performance for each of these
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to Hypothesis1, Table 1 suggeststhat larval forms differ substantiallyin swimming speed
and weight capacity in still water, suggesting that selection on these traits may constrain
the evolutionof morphologicaltraits.
A related questionis, what is the payoffin swimming performancefor addingadditional
ciliary band length? This question was addressed by extending the arms on larvae from
Figure 7 for a single elevation angle (a 5 45°) and for several numbers of arms. The
resulting curves are presented for V* nw and F* wc in Figure 8. For an isometric enlargement,
V* nw and F* wc would not change, implying that speed was unaffected and weight capacity
was proportionalto Lc. Lengtheningarms is not an isometric enlargementbecause the arm
diameterand the basalradius(Rmin) do not changein proportion.Nonetheless,thechanges
Figure 7. For each larval geometry,the totallength of ciliary band is Lc 5 2; thus, the total lengths
of the arms is equal to unity in all cases. This ￿ gure summarizes the consequences for relative
neutral-weightspeed (V* n w) and relativeweight capacity (F* w c) of allocatingthat total arm length
equally among various numbers of arms, and positioning those arms at various elevation angles
(a). See Eqs.(1)and(2)fordetails.Elevationanglea5 0°representsa ￿ atarmgeometryinwhich
armslieinthe XY plane,withciliarypropulsionactinginthepositiveZ-direction.Elevationangles
near a 5 90° represent arms approaching vertical; ciliary forces on each arm then have large
horizontalcomponents.
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performance is not stronglysensitiveto arm diameter or Rin.
In view of the different moment scaling relationships (Eqs. 4) and the many possible
ways of quantifying larval swimming stability, this study used what appeared to be the
simplest and most general. Stability in horizontal shear ￿ ows was characterized by
measuring the verticaldistance traveled by a larva in a ￿ xed time in each ￿ ow in Figure 9.
Similarly, stability in vertical shear ￿ ows was characterized by measuring horizontal
movements (for larvae that would be swimming directly upward in still water) in
Figure 10. The simulations in these ￿ gures represent a single con￿ guration of weight and
buoyancydistributions.The speci￿ c quantitativeresults would differ for other weight and
buoyancy distributions; however, the qualitative trends in these ￿ gures probably typify a
wide range of possible con￿ gurations. The horizontal axes in these ￿ gures represent the
relativeintensityofhorizontalshear, (]U1/]Z)* 5 (m/rgLc)(]U1/]Z), and verticalshear,
(]U3/]X)* 5 (m/rgLc)(]U3/]X), respectively. Because the trajectory of a larva in our
simulations depends in some cases on its initial orientation, this measurement is repeated
many times for each morphologyand each shear intensity,with different randomly chosen
initial orientations.The resulting distributionof vertical and horizontalmovements is then
informative not only about the sensitivity of a larval geometry to shear but also about the
degree to which multiple stable orientations may lead to wildly divergent trajectories
among a cohort of similar larvae.
Figures 9 and 10 suggest that larval forms differ in their susceptibility to being
destabilized by shear ￿ ows, and that furthermore the most stable morphologies differ
Table 1. Consequencesof larvalmorphologyfor performance.
Measure Functional trends Optimizationstrategies
Neutral weight speed,
V* n w (Fig. 7)
Decreasesat high arm
elevations(a); advantageto
more and shorterarms, but
only at very high arm
elevations.
Low arm elevations.
Weight capacity,F* w c
(Fig. 7)
Decreasesat medium and high
arm elevations(a);
advantageto fewer and
longer arms, especiallyat
low arm elevations.
Low arm elevationsand few
arms.
Stability in horizontal
shear(Fig. 9)
Advantageto 2- or 12-arm
(but not intermediate)
morphologiesat low arm
elevation;otherwise,
advantageto many arms at
high elevationangles.
Many arms with high or low (but
not intermediate)elevation
angles,or two arms with low
elevationangles.
Stability in verticalshear
(Fig. 10)
Advantageto high arm
elevationswith 2 or 12
arms.
High arm elevationsand 2 or 12
but not intermediatenumbers
of arms.
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morphologies seem to perform adequately, including some with low arm elevations that
conferred high swimming speeds and weight capacities (Table 1). However, only a small
subset of larval morphologiesperformed well in vertical shear, and none of those had low
arm elevations.With respect to Hypotheses2 and 3, this suggeststhat larval morphologies
differ in ability to maintain stability in external shear ￿ ows, and furthermore that, to the
extent selection is acting on the ability to maintain orientation and swimming direction,
enhancing performance in shear may constrain larval swimming speed and weight
capacity.
5. Implications for ecology and evolution of armed larvae
The model demonstrates that the number and elevation of arms with ciliary bands
matters for performance in swimming. The model examined only radially symmetrical
Figure 8. This ￿gure shows the effectof increasingtotalarm length (Lc) on the scaled performance
measures, V* n w and F* w c. Over a seven-fold increase in total arm length, performance changes
relativelylittle.Notethatthisimpliesa nearlylineardependenceofweightcapacity,andalmostno
dependenceof swimming speed, on the correspondingunscaled performancemeasures, Vn w and
Fw c, as arms are lengthened while other geometrical characteristics are kept constant. Line
de￿ nitionsare as in Figure7.
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representsa ￿ xed numberof arms,andeachcolumnrepresentsa ￿ xed arm elevationangle.Within
each plot, the horizontal axis represents the relative intensity of horizontal shear, ]U* 1/]Z. The
vertical axis represents the average upward velocity over a ￿ xed time interval after initial
transients have passed (t 5 100 to t 5 120). Solid lines represent the median velocity of 128
larval trajectories, each starting from different random initial orientations at each of 16 shear
intensities.Shaded areas represent 10th and 90th percentilesof verticalvelocity.Negative values
imply that larvae sank during the interval. In all cases, Fb u o y 5 [0, 0, 0.05], Xb u o y 5 [0, 0, 0],
Fg ra v 5 [0, 0, 20.15], and Xg ra v 5 [0, 0, 20.1].
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ciliary beat was constant. These simpli￿ cations aided interpretation of results, yet the
modelis closeenoughtoexistinglarval forms to permit predictionsand comparisons.Here
are implications.
Figure 10. This matrix of plots summarizes 24576 simulated trajectories in vertical shear. Within
each plot, the horizontal axis represents the relative intensity of vertical shear, ]U* 3/]X. The
vertical axis represents the average horizontal velocity over a ￿xed time interval after initial
transients have passed (t 5 100 to t 5 120). Negative values imply that larvae moved toward
downwellingwater duringthe interval.Other detailsare as in Figure9.
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maximizes performance in speed, weight capacity, and stability in swimming (Table 1).
Low arm elevations performed well in most respects, providing greater speed, greater
weight capacity, and stability in horizontal shear. However, in vertical shear, lower arm
elevations resulted in greater movement into downwelling water. Movement into down-
welling water would likely result in downward transport in turbulence, which could be
disadvantageousfor larvaethat are notready to settle.Other arm arrangements,outsidethe
range examined here, can avoid this downward bias in vertical shear (Gru ¨nbaum and
Strathmann, unpub.obs.), but it is clear that out of a wide range of numbers and elevations
of arms, no one arrangement performed maximally for all criteria for swimming. No
arrangement of arms, tentacles, or lobes is optimal for all requirements of speed, weight
capacity,and stability.
Existing larvae differ in number and elevation of arms and presumably represent different
compromises among performance criteria. Even among plutei there are striking differences in
elevation and number of arms with development and among species. The model predicts
correspondingdifferencesin speed,weightcapacity,and stabilityin shear. Steadilyswimming
armed larvaeexperiencethesame bodyof waterdifferently,dependingontheirform.
All modeled forms moved into downwelling water in vertical shear (Fig. 10). Consistent
with this prediction, the 8-armed larvae of Dendraster excentricus (Fig. 1) moved from
upwellingto downwellingcurrentsin verticalshear (Strathmannand Gru ¨nbaum,unpub.obs.).
Animplicationisthatinturbulence,thelarvaewouldmoveintothedownwardmovingpartsof
turbulent eddies. Curiously, weighting for passive stability with an upward orientation can
contribute to downward movement. High arm elevations decreased this motion but also had
lowerspeed and weightcapacity(Fig. 7) and decreasedupwardswimminginhorizontalshear,
where low arm elevationsperformed better (Fig. 9). One possible way to enhance stability in
shearwouldbechangesinciliarybeattoadjustorientationofthelarva.Themodeledlarvaeare
swimming automata, whereas real larvae can alter ciliary beat. However, there has been no
demonstration that changes in ciliary beat reorient larvae that have been tilted in shear.
Departures from radial symmetry in the modeled larvae are another means of avoiding the
movementintodownwellingwater (Gru ¨nbaum and Strathmann,unpub.obs.).It remainsto be
seen whetherlarvaesolveproblemsof stabilityand verticalmotionby traitsexcludedfrom the
model.Eithertheidenti￿ ed effectsofsheararenotfatallydisadvantageous,ortheproblemsare
solvedby othermeans.
These results are the bad news for anyone wishing to design armed larvae. The good
news is the small effect of arm elevation and arm number on speed and weight capacity
(Fig. 7). Suf￿ cient performance, as opposed to maximal performance, may be obtained
within a wide range of larval forms. Put another way, other functional requirements, such
as feedingor defense, may affect selectionon arm elevationor arm number.
6. Comparison of larvae to predictions
Additionalgoodnews is thatotherfeatures of larvaecan compensatefor the de￿ ciencies
of arms as structures for swimming. The taxonomically diverse echinoplutei in Mor-
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longpostoralarms in ￿ xed positions.The postoralarms are initiallythelongestandusually
havelower elevationsthan the anterolateralarms (Fig. 1). Of 14 species in 4 orders, 11 had
elevationsof postoralarms between 60 and 70°, althoughtwo speciesof Toxopneusteshad
lower arm elevations of 44 and 56° and one Strongylocentrotus species had an arm
elevation as high as 80°. At elevations above 60°, speed and weight capacity decline
markedly (Fig. 7). The disadvantagesfor speed and weight capacity may be countered in
several ways.
First, althougharms of plutei are initially ￿ xed in one position,some echinopluteihave
moveable arms at later stages, when four of the arms can be swung from high to low
elevations (Mortensen, 1921, 1938). Lowering the arm elevation could produce greater
speed and weight capacity (Fig. 7). Changing arm elevations could also affect stability,
thereby adjusting motion in horizontal or vertical shear. Some echinoplutei of the
Diadematidae develop two very long arms, approximating the 2-armed model larvae. At
low arm elevations,they would maximize speed and weight capacity(Fig. 7). In published
photos,these larvae have lower arm elevationsthan otherechinoplutei(27 and 41°) but the
elevations usual in swimming larvae could be different (Eckert, 1998). The arms can be
moved from a horizontal position (0°) to a vertical and parallel position (near 90°).
Movement of arms in response to shear has not yet been examined. Spreading arms could
also be a defense againstpredators (Emlet, 1983).
Second,echinopluteihave nearly transverse bands between the arms. These bands(with
approximately 0° elevation) presumably enhance speed and weight capacity. In some sea
urchin species, transverse bands (epaulettesor lobes) develop as the heavy rudimentof the
juvenilesea urchin develops.In Strongylocentrotus species, the developmentof epaulettes
is associatedwith an increaseinswimming speed (H.-t. Lee, 1983).Althoughlowerspeeds
and weightcapacityare predictedfor pluteiwith higharm elevations,late-stagechangesin
other ciliary bands of echinoplutei occur when there is a greater requirement for weight
capacity in carrying the juvenile rudiment and possibly a requirement for greater speed
during settlement.
Third, the high arm elevations of most echinoplutei may reduce movement into
downwellingwater in verticalshear (Fig. 10), thoughthey are predicted to reduce stability
in horizontal shear. For echinoplutei, speed and weight capacity provided by moveable
arms and transverse bands are features that can compensate for arm elevationsthat reduce
effects of verticalshear.
The ophiopluteiare closerthanechinopluteitothesimplearmed forms of themodel,and
the model appears to explain differences among ophioplutei. In contrast to sea urchin
larvae,two ofthearms ofophiopluteiofbrittlestars are decidedlylongerthantheothers.In
extreme cases, the ophioplutei approximate the modeled two-armed larvae (e.g., Ophio-
thrix fragilis, Fig. 11). The two long (posterolateral)arms often have lower arm elevations
than the arms of echinoplutei.Elevationsof the posterolateralarms can be as low as 15° or
range as high as 70° distally (Mortensen, 1921, 1931, 1937). The model predicts greater
speed and weight capacity for those ophioplutei that have long posterolateral arms with
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with arms more nearly equal in length and at higher elevations.
These predictions for performance in swimming are consistent with patterns of arm
resorption at metamorphosis (Hendler, 1991; Byrne and Selvakumaraswamy, 2002). In
one type of metamorphosis, all but the posterolateral arms are resorbed as the juvenile
brittle star develops. Only the posterolateral arms remain, and these carry the juvenile (as
occurs in Ophiothrix fragilis, Fig. 11). In the other type of metamorphosis, all arms are
resorbed, though often with the posterolateral and right anterolateral arms later than the
others (as occurs in Ophiura albida,Fig. 11). In some that resorb all arms at metamorpho-
sis, portionsof the ciliary band remain and are rearranged to form nearly transverse bands.
The expectation from the model was that lengths and elevations of posterolateral arms
would differ with type of metamorphosis because demands on the posterolateral arms
differ. Figure 12comparesrelativearm lengths(ratio of mean lengthof posterolateralarms
to right anterolateralarms) and elevationsof the posterolateralarms. As expected from the
model, it is the ophioplutei that retain posterolateral arms through metamorphosis that
commonly approximate a 2-armed larva with low arm elevations. Those that resorb all
Figure 11. Ophiothrix fragilis and Ophiocomina nigra retain their posterolateralarms at metamor-
phosis.Ophiuraalbidaresorbsitsposterolateralarmsatmetamorphosis.O. nigraistheanomalous
larva in Figure 12, and an inferred independent evolution of retention of posterolateral arms
throughmetamorphosis.Images modi￿ed afterMortensen(1927b).
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are less elongatedrelative to their other arms. In other words, those that resorb all arms at
metamorphosis are more similar to echinopluteiin form, and like echinoplutei,some rely
on transverse portionsof the ciliary band rather than arms to carry the developingjuvenile.
Measurementsof ophiopluteiat equivalent stages were obtainedfrom Hendler’s (1991)
￿ gures and list of types of metamorphosis, and additional ￿ gures of advanced larvae that
had not yet resorbed arms, preferably ones in which the hydrocoel had formed lobes
(Mu ¨ller, 1851; Mortensen, 1921, 1927a, 1931, 1937; Thorson, 1934; Strathmann, 1971;
Mladenov, 1985). Some larvae that retain posterolateral arms through metamorphosis,
Ophiothrix fragilis and Ophiomaza cacaotica (Mortensen, 1927a, 1937) were depicted
with lower elevations of posterolateral arms at later stages, when these were the only
remaining arms and the juvenile had grown large. The nonfeeding larva of Ophiothrix
oerstedi was excluded because the only arms to develop are the posterolateral arms
Figure 12. Elevation of posterolateralarms (in degrees) versus the ratio of posterolateral(PL) arm
length to anterolateral(AL) arm length. The PL arms tend to have lower elevations and greater
lengthrelativeto otherarmsin ophiuroidsthat retainthe PL arms throughmetamorphosis(circles)
than in those that resorb all arms during metamorphosis (squares). The anomalous larva
Ophiocomina nigra (diamond)is inferred to have evolved retention of PL arms independentlyof
the others. Filled symbols represent larval forms known to possess additional ciliated structures
(besides the arms) that may provide additional speed and/or weight-bearing capacity. These
includeciliatedlobesbetweenbasesof arms, an extrasmall armlet nearthe base of the PL arm, or
rearrangementof ciliatedbandsinto rings.Presenceor absenceof suchstructuresis not knownfor
all species, so the plot may underrepresenttheir prevalence.A possible implication is that lobes,
armlets,andtransversebandsare compensatorystructuresthatenhancespeedand weightcapacity.
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posterolateralarms throughmetamorphosis.Positionsand relativelengthsof posterolateral
arms may be highly conserved, however. If resorption of all arms at metamorphosis was
ancestral, then retention of posterolateral arms through metamorphosis may have evolved
as few as two times in this set of species, given inferred relationships(Smith et al., 1995).
Moreover, one of these inferred evolutionary divergences is the anomalous point in
Figure 12 for Ophiocomina nigra (Fig. 11), which did not evolve relatively long
posterolateralarms of low elevation.
The prediction that long posterolateral arms with low elevations provide greater speed
and weight capacity is also consistent with the presence or absence of transverse portions
of the ciliary band, such as lobes at the base of arms (e.g., Ophiocominanigra, Fig. 11) or
rearrangements into transverse bands at metamorphosis. Transverse bands are more
extensiveand common among ophiopluteiwith highelevationsof posterolateralarms than
among those with low elevations(Fig. 12). An apparentexceptionin Figure 12 is a pluteus
with relatively long posterolateral arms that was grouped with those with additional
transversebands (dark ￿ lled circle on right). Thispluteusdoesnot have lobes or transverse
rings,however,butrathersmallarmletsnearthebaseoftheposterolateralarms (Mortensen,
1921).
According to the model, ophioplutei that approximate a 2-armed larva with low arm
elevationshould have a greater tendencyto move into downwellingwater in vertical shear
than would pluteiwith either2 or numerouslongarms of highelevation(Fig. 10).The arm
elevations of ophioplutei like O. fragilis are low enough for upward swimming in
horizontal shear but not low enough for maximal upward swimming (Fig. 9). Movement
into downwelling water in vertical shear could be disadvantageous at early stages, but
advantageouslater, at settlement and metamorphosis. The model suggeststhat advantages
of movement in vertical shear may account for the high arm elevations of some
ophioplutei,whilethosethatevolvedlongposterolateralarms oflow elevationtraded those
advantagesfor weight capacityin carrying the developingjuvenile.
Other larval forms swim with ciliated bands on tentacles or narrow lobes that are
extended with nearly 0° elevation or in some cases angled rearward (with a negative
elevation).Theseforms includethe larvaeof brachiopods,phoronids,andsome gastropods
(Young, 2002). The actinula larvae of trachyline medusae also have ciliated arms in this
position. These larvae contrast with plutei in having “arms” that are ￿ exible rather than
rigid. According to the model, the low tentacle elevations enhance speed and weight
capacity of these larvae (Fig. 7) but increase movementinto downwellingwater in vertical
shear (Fig. 10). In these larvae, however,thereis a trailinglarvalbodythat would in￿ uence
motion in shear. Also, in neither the brachiopod nor the phoronid are the larval tentacles
symmetrically positioned. For the brachiopod larvae and some gastropod larvae, the
tentacles or lobes are the sole means of swimming and the larval shell contributes weight
that must be carried. The phoronid larvae lack a shell and possess an additionaltransverse
ciliaryband for swimming.The demandsonthebrachiopodlarva’stentaclesandgastropod
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larva’s tentacles,thoughboth have a low elevation.
The model employed four criteria for performance in swimming. The importance of
these criteria for performance varies among larvae with stage of development and among
species, and other criteria may also be important.Weight capacity may be more important
for larvae that are carrying a heavy juvenile skeleton than for larvae at earlier stages, but
weight contributes to passive gravitational stability even at early stages (Pennington and
Strathmann,1990).Slow speedsmay be adequatefor planktoniclarvallife.A feedinglarva
requires littlespeed to avoid the water that it has already cleared of food. Requirementsfor
speed may increase at settlement, however. Some larvae transform to faster forms as they
become competent to settle: the doliolaria is faster than the auricularia (Strathmann,
unpubl.obs.)and echinopluteigainspeed with epaulettes(H.-t. Lee, 1983).The criteria for
stabilityassumedthatmaintaininga directionisimportant,andthediscussionassumedthat
maintaining an upward direction is important. The buoyancy associated with large
echinoderm eggs (Kelman and Emlet, 1999; Villinski et al., 2002) and the early upward
swimming of embryos with pelagic development (Staver and Strathmann, 2002) suggest
that maintaining an upward motion is important, at least at early stages. The performance
criteria were for steady swimming, not maneuveringin response to stimuli.
Although a limited set of forms and performance criteria were examined, they were
suf￿ cient to pose testable, quantitative hypotheses on larval forms and performance.
Differences in number and elevation of arms in the simple modeled forms approximate
existing larvae. No one arrangement of larval arms performed maximally by all criteria.
Arm anglesof most pluteiare notmaximizingspeed or weightcapacity.The associationof
higharm elevationswith compensatoryciliarybandsinechinodermpluteiisexpectedfrom
the model. Among ophioplutei, the association of low elevations of posterolateral arms
with retention of these arms through metamorphosis is a predicted adaptation for weight
capacity in carrying the juvenile. The nearly horizontal tentacles and lobes of larval
brachiopods,phoronids,gastropods,and trachylinemedusae appear to be well adapted for
speed and weight capacity. The existing diversity in larval forms indicates diversity in
performance.
7. Implications of passive stability of swimming larvae
The model also pointed to an apparently general de￿ ciency in performance: the motion
of a passively oriented swimmer into downwelling water in vertical shear. This conse-
quenceof passive stabilitywas predicted in the model for armed larvae, but could apply to
diverse planktonic organisms, not just those with arms. A swimmer with passive upward
orientationis tilted by shear and swims in the direction of the tilt. In vertical shear, this tilt
can move an upward swimming organism away from upward currents and into downward
currents. This would occur in the shears produced by turbulence,as well as in larger scale
￿ ows such as convergenceand divergencezones.
Movement into downwelling water could seriously compromise upward swimming by
planktonic animals, or even make it counter-productive. This consequence of passive
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Shapes other than those considered in this paper appear possible (i.e., larvae with unequal
arms) that selectivelymove into upwellingrather than downwellingwater (Gru ¨nbaum and
Strathmann, unpub. obs.). For larvae and other planktonic organisms that can sense the
direction of gravity, selective movements within turbulent eddies provide a possible
mechanism whereby turbulence might be exploited for enhanced upward or downward
transport. However, many larvae appear neither to adopt upward-biased shapes nor to
sense the direction of gravity. For swimmers that do not avoid it, downward movement in
vertical shear might be used to advantageor might not be fatally disadvantageous.Further
modeling and observations of passively stable swimmers in shear will demonstrate
whetherthis potentialde￿ ciency is commonlycircumventedor is widespread.
Previous studiessuggest that turbulenceaffects verticaldistributionsof planktonwithin
the water column and their rates of encounter with predators, prey and substrate. The
density of plankton in the uppermost parts of the water column is sometimes observed to
decrease with increasing turbulent intensity, possibly through depletion by turbulence-
enhanced predation rates or by active avoidance (Franks, 2001; Visser et al., 2001).
Theoretical analyses of encounter rates usually predict enhanced encounter rates (Roths-
child and Osborn, 1988; Eckman, 1990; Lewis and Pedley, 2000), though capture rates
may either increase or decrease (Sundby, 1997; Fiksen et al., 1998; MacKenzie and
Kiorboe, 2000).Theseanalysesusuallyassume independencebetween swimming motions
and turbulenttransport.Our model results suggest that, for armed larvae at least, estimates
of turbulenteffects may need to re￿ ect biased movementswithin speci￿ c parts of turbulent
structures. Biased movementsmay alter both the distributionof movement directions,and
also may result in accumulation of larvae in speci￿ c parts of turbulent eddies, both of
which may affect larval encounter rates (Yamazaki et al., 2002). The predicted downward
transport of armed larvae in shear suggests a mechanism by which these larvae may avoid
upper layers in the presence of turbulence, or may increase contact rates with benthic
substrates. This mechanism may be constitutively“designed into” larvae similar to those
we modeled, and therefore may be in￿ uencing vertical distributions of these larvae even
when they lack gravity sensors that would allowthem active downward swimming.
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APPENDIX
Details of model derivation
Dynamicsin themodelare based on Newton’s Second Law, which statesthat thesum of
forces ona bodyis equalto thatbody’s rate of momentumchange.Thiscan be written for a
swimming larva as
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L 5 Fcilia 1 Fext 1 Ftrans~VL! 1 Frot~VL! 1 Fbody < 0. (6)
In (6), the rightmost term represents the assumption that the larva’s mass mL is so small
that the inertia of the larva (and of the ￿ uid immediatelysurroundingit) is negligible.The
larva’s instantaneoustranslationaland angularvelocities(VLand VL) are then determined
by (6) as a quasi-steadybalance of the componentforces: Fcilia, the force imparted by the
￿ uiduponthelarvaduetociliaryaction;Fext, theforce imparted by the￿ uiduponthelarva
dueto external￿ ow; Ftrans, the force imparted bythe￿ uiduponthelarvaduetothelarva’s
translational velocity, VL; Frot, the force imparted by the ￿ uid upon the larva due to the
larva’s rotationalvelocity,VL; and Fbody, the total body force on the larva due to gravity
and buoyancy.VL and VL are evaluatedat a reference point on the larva, XL(Fig. 2).
The corresponding inertia-less balance for total moments about the reference point on
the larva leads to
Mcilia 1 Mext 1 Mtrans~VL! 1 Mrot~VL! 1 Mbody < 0 (7)
where subscripts have the same interpretations as in (6). This Appendix presents calcula-
tions of each of the terms in (6) and (7) for each of the larval geometriesconsidered.These
equations can then be used in several ways. For example, they can determine the
swimming velocity resulting from a given set of gravity and buoyancy forces, external
￿ ow, and ciliary activity. Alternatively, they can determine the gravity and buoyancy
forces required to maintain a ￿ xed velocitygiven the external ￿ ow and ciliary activity.By
integrating the translational and angular velocities over time, the trajectories followed by
freely swimming larvae can be calculated to determine how they interact with external
￿ ows. These three applications of the model are the basis of our assessments of larval
swimming performance in the discussionbelow.
Geometry
A larva is considered of ￿ xed geometry (Fig. 2) but variable position. The larva’s
morphology is de￿ ned and its movement within the ￿ uid calculated using two coordinate
systems: a ￿ xed globalcoordinatesystem (X, Y, Z) and a local coordinatesystem (x, y, z)
whose origin is instantaneously coincident with XL, a reference point on the larva. The
local coordinate system is aligned instantaneously with the larva, whose orientation is
speci￿ ed by the Euler angles (f, u, c) (see, e.g., Hibbeler, 1978). In the following
discussion,lower case to refers to quantitiesin the local coordinatesystem, and upper case
for the globalcoordinatesystem.
A position X in the global coordinates corresponds to the position x in the local
coordinates,
x 5 R~X 2 XL!; X 5 R
21x 1 XL, (8)
and the direction vector eX in the global coordinates corresponds to ex in the local
coordinates,
ex 5 ReX; eX 5 R
21ex. (9)
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R 5S
2sccusf 1 cccf ccsf 1 sccucf scsu
2sccf 2 cccusf cccucf 2 scsf ccsu
susf 2sucf cu D,
where sf 5 sin (f), cf 5 cos (f), sc 5 sin (c), cc 5 cos (c), su 5 sin (u), and cu 5
cos (u).
The larva’s external morphology is approximated with a set of n slender cylinders, that
are ￿ xed with respect to each otherbut move as a unit with respect to the globalcoordinate
system. The ith cylinder(for i 5 1, 2, . . . , n) is de￿ ned by the endpointsof its centerline,
p1i, and p2i, in local coordinates and its radius, ri. The instantaneous translational and
angularvelocitiesof the larva in the globalcoordinatesystem are, respectively,
VL 5
dXL
dt ; VL 5S
scsuÇ f 1 ccÇ u
ccsuÇ f 1 scÇ u
cuÇ u 1Ç c D. (10)
The velocityin local coordinatesof the ith cylinder’s midpoint,xi 5 (p1i1 p2i)/2, is
vi 5 ~vL 3 xi! 1 vL (11)
where vL 5 RVL is the translationalvelocity of the reference point and vL 5 RVL is the
rotationalvelocityaboutthe reference point of the larva in the local coordinatesystem.
Inertial components of ￿ ow are assumed negligible, so that at any instant the ￿ ow is
quasi-steady. Slender body theory (see references given in Gru ¨nbaum, 1998) is used to
relate the force each cylinder exerts on the ￿ uid to the velocity induced around each
cylinder. The resulting ￿ ow must simultaneously satisfy two conditions: the “no-slip”
boundary condition; and the force balance for inertia-less motion. The no-slip boundary
conditionrequires that the velocityof the ￿ uid immediatelyadjacent to the larva’s surface
has the same velocityas that surface. For the ith cylinder,
ui 5 vi, (12)
where ui is the ￿ uid velocity in local coordinates. Three components contribute to ui: (i)
the external ￿ ow, if any; (ii) the ￿ uid motions induced at the ith cylinder by the forces
imparted on the ￿ uid by all the other cylinders; and (iii) the effects of active ciliary
pumping(see Gru ¨nbaum,1998,for a detailed discussion).
For an arbitrary external ￿ ow, Uext(X), velocity is linearized in the vicinity of the larva
in globalcoordinatesas
Ulin~Dx! 5 U ˆ 1 DU~DX! (13)
where U ˆ 5 Uext(XL) and Dx 5 X 2 XL is a small displacement from the reference point
on the larva. The linearizedvelocitydeviationsin the X, Y, Z directionsare
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]Uext1
]X
1 Dx2
]Uext1
]Y
1 Dx3
]Uext1
]Z
DU2~DX! :5 Dx1
]Uext2
]X
1 Dx2
]Uext2
]Y
1 Dx3
]Uext2
]Z (14)
DU3~DX! :5 Dx1
]Uext3
]X
1 Dx2
]Uext3
]Y
1 Dx3
]Uext3
]Z .
where all derivatives are evaluated at XL. Note that because seawater is effectively
incompressible in this application, (]Uext1/]X) 1 (]Uext2/]Y) 1 (]Uext3/]Z) 5 0. See
Batchelor(1983) for a discussionof how shear, vorticityand pure strain componentsof an
arbitrary ￿ ow can be represented in this form.
The ￿ uid velocityin local coordinatesat the ith cylindermidpointis then
ui 5 uext~xi! 1O
j51
n
uindj~xi! 1O
j51
n
ucilj~xi! (15)
where uext(xi) 5 R(Ulin(R
21xi)), uindj(xi) is the velocity induced at the midpoint of the
ithcylinderbytheforce impartedtothe￿ uidbythejthcylinder,anducilj(xi) is thevelocity
induced at the midpoint of the ith cylinder by the cilia on the jth cylinder. uindj(xi) and
ucilj(xi) are functions of cylinder geometries and forces. Expressions for them in terms of
Stokeslets and related singularities are found in Gru ¨nbaum (1998) and references therein.
Determination of the cylinder forces that satisfy the no-slip boundary condition involves
inversionof a large linearsystem, as discussed in Gru ¨nbaum (1998).
Force balances
Because 5e ! 1 for the ￿ ow around the larva, forces and moments on each part of the
larva are proportional to their respective velocity components. The force on the ith
cylindricalelement by the local ￿ uid velocity,u ˆi, relativeto the element are related by
fi 5 KniLiu ˆni 1 KtiLiu ˆti. (16)
Here, u ˆtiis the componentof the velocitypast the cylinderin the axial direction,and u ˆni5
u ˆi 2 u ˆti is the component in the normal (perpendicular) direction. u ˆi is the ￿ ow in which
thecylinderis “immersed,” i.e.,the￿ owthatwouldexistifthatcylinderwere removed.Kni
and Ktiare the normal and axial resistance coef￿ cients,
Kni 5
8pm
2 log ~Li/ri! 1 1
; Kti 5
4pm
2 log ~Li/ri! 2 1
. (17)
Then,
ftrans 5 Kf vL; Kf 5S
kf 11 kf 12 kf 13
kf 21 kf 22 kf 23
kf 31 kf 32 kf 33D (18)
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kfv11 kfv12 kfv13
kfv21 kfv22 kfv23
kfv31 kfv32 kfv33D (19)
where
~kf i1 kf i2 kf i3!; ~kfvi1 kfvi2 kfvi3! (20)
are thetotalforces imparted on thelarvabya unittranslationalorangularvelocityintheith
direction(in the local coordinatesystem).
The correspondingequationsfor moments are
mtrans 5 Km vL; Km 5S
km 11 km 12 km 13
km 21 km 22 km 23
km 31 km 32 km 33D (21)
mrot 5 KmvvL; Kmv 5S
kmv11 kmv12 kmv13
kmv21 kmv22 kmv23
kmv31 kmv32 kmv33D (22)
where
~km i1 km i2 km i3!; ~kmvi1 kmvi2 kmvi3! (23)
are the totalmomentsimparted on the larva by a unit translationalor angularvelocityin the
ith direction.
The force and moment balances that must be satis￿ ed to give the actual instantaneous
translationaland angularvelocitiesare given by
KS
vL
vLD 5 2S
fcil
mcilD 2S
fext
mextD 2S
fbody
mbodyD (24)
where K is the blockmatrix
K 5S
Kfv Kfv
Kmv KmvD. (25)
The force and moment imparted by the external￿ ow on the larva can be decomposedas
in (13), so that
S
fext
mextD 5S
fconst
mconstD 1S
fshear
mshearD (26)
in local coordinates. The locally constant component of the ￿ ow results in the force and
moment
S
fconst
mconstD 5S
Kfc
KmcDu ˆ (27)
where
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kfc11 kfc12 kfc13
kfc21 kfc22 kfc23
kfc31 kfc32 kfc33D; Kmc 5S
kmc11 kmc12 kmc13
kmc21 kmc22 kmc23
kmc31 kmc32 kmc33D (28)
and kfcij is the ith component of the total force imparted on the larva by a unit constant
external ￿ ow in the jth direction, and kmcij is the ith component of the total or moment
imparted on the larva by a unit constantexternal ￿ ow in the jth direction.
The force and moment due to shear are
S
fshear
mshearD 5 KSS (29)
where
S 5S
]u1
]x1
,
]u1
]x2
,
]u1
]x3
,
]u2
]x1
,
]u2
]x2
,
]u2
]x3
,
]u3
]x1
,
]u3
]x2
,
]u3
]x3D
T
. (30)
and the ith row of KS is the total force (i 5 1, 2, 3) or the total moment (i 5 4, 5, 6) due
to unit strengthsof the respectivevelocitycomponents.
Substituting the above expressions into (24), we obtain a system of linear equations
de￿ ning the quasi-equilibriumforce balance,
S
fcil
mcilD 1 KS
vL
vLD 1S
Kfc
Kmc Du ˆ 1 KSS 1S
fbody
mbodyD 5 0. (31)
Several scenarios can now be considered. If the larval motion is known (e.g., to calculate
weight capacity,where thelarvahas no motion)then (31)can be solvedfor the bodyforces
and moments required to producethe speci￿ ed velocities:
S
fbody
mbodyD 5 2S
fcil
mcilD 2 KS
vL
vLD 2S
Kfc
KmcDu ˆ 2 KSS (32)
If the body forces and moments are known but the larva’s motion is not, the translational
and angularvelocitiesare givenby
S
vL
vLD 5 2K
21FS
fcil
mcilD 1S
Kfc
KmcDu ˆ 1 KSS 1S
fbody
mbodyDG (33)
The larva’s translation and rotation in global coordinates are VL 5 R
21vL and VL 5
R
21vL. For integrationoflarval trajectories,therate of changeof theEuleranglesare then
given by
Ç f 5
cc
su
vL2 1
sc
su
vL1
Ç u 5 ccvL1 2 scvL2 (34)
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cucc
su
vL2 2
cusc
su
vL1 1 vL3
completingthe model derivation.
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